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SUMMARY 

 
The seminar proposes a discussion on the technological implications of energy transition processes envisaging an ever-
greater penetration of renewable sources in the energy systems of countries and introduces students to the complexity and 
multidimensionality of sustainability. These processes, aimed at achieving greater environmental acceptability and social 
sustainability, are not exempt from critical issues of various kinds that often conflict with the programs of integration or 
replacement of fossil fuels presented by the various countries. 
The themes of the structure of energy systems, the relationships between availability, supply, and consumption of primary 
energies, the applicability of prospected technological solutions, the constraints, and the socio-economic changes that they 
imply in the medium and long term will then be addressed. 
The seminar aims to provide the student with an essential background of the technology solutions, of the limits and 
applicability of current and future energy conversion technology, and finally offers a broader view of the issues related to 
energy systems, necessary for energy planning processes, and decision-makers level.  
No specific skills are required other than those normally developed in mathematical and economic analysis courses to handle 
simple analytical equations.   
All these topics will be addressed in 5 frontal lectures of 2 hours each. Discussion is encouraged during the classes to develop 
critical thinking, and favour integration with students’ knowledge of sociology, and economic topics. Referenced literature 
and course slides are distributed during the classes. 
 
Mean learning outcomes are: 

• An essential integration of social science knowledge with technology information; 
• How to correctly handle the terminology and the definitions (source, the potential of resources, energy, power, 

storage, efficiency, etc...). This item develops the ability to critically evaluate national and international reports, 
regulations, legal acts, and commitment contracts; 

• Basic knowledge of the conversion principle of main energy conversion systems (massive power production plants: 
wind power plants, hydropower plants, solar plants, biomass, fossil-fuelled plants, nuclear plants, as well as the 
marginal power production plants, the energy vectors as the electric energy, the hydrogen). This item gives the skill 
to recognize different technology and be acknowledged on limits and potentials; 

• The use of key indicators in energy system analysis (efficiency, plants/users load factor, specific fuel consumption 
-SFC, plants technical availability, Levelized Cost of Energy LCOE, energy return on energy invested -ERoEI-, life 
cycle analysis -LCA, power density per land area, etc...,). Synthetic indicators are the basis for a correct evaluation 
of the contribution/impact of each conversion technology; 

• Energy demand and energy consumption: how to handle the use deferred over time, and space. This item provides 
a clear picture of the energy market and energy trade, and the implications on technology need. 
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PROGRAM 

 

LECTURE 1 (2 hours) 

Contents: rational classification of energy sources, terminology, and basic concepts (source, energy, power, etc.). The 

consumption of matter in the conversion processes. Renewable and exhaustible energy sources. What is an energy 

transition process? Perspectives on current and new technological processes and the role of technological advances. 

LECTURE 2 (2 hours) 

Contents: the concept of reserve, resource, and potential of the sources. Analysis of sources from the point of view of their 

limits of reconstitution, availability, and rate of reconstitution. Models to evaluate the time of exhaustion of sources. Survey 

of main energy conversion systems (massive power production plants: wind power plants, hydropower plants, solar plants, 

biomass, fossil-fuelled plants, nuclear plants, marginal power production plants) 

LECTURE 3 (2 hours) 

Contents: models for assessing future electricity needs and the energy conversion plant necessary to realize the energy 

transition. Production or efficiency of use? Technical-economic factors: efficiency, plants/users load factor, specific fuel 

consumption -SFC, plants technical availability, Levelized Cost of Energy LCOE, energy return on energy invested -ERoEI-, 

life cycle analysis -LCA, power density per land area, etc. Limits to the penetration of renewable sources in the energy 

sector. Basic concepts on energy storage for use deferred over time. Examples: the case of Italy. Where to find historical 

data for statistical analysis. 

 LECTURE 4 (2 hours) 

Contents: models to evaluate the relationship between the economic and demographic growth rate and the need for 

electricity from renewable and exhaustible sources. Scenarios: low, medium, and high-intensity growth, happy degrowth, 

and growth in conditions of pandemic events and economic crises. Greenhouse emissions related to the growth scenario. 

Effects on future energy system planning. Implications on everyday life. 

LECTURE 5 (2 hours) 

Contents: impact of renewable source exploitation on the territory: extension of territory needed per unit of power or 

electricity produced. Compatibility of previous uses of the territory, modifications, and reversibility of the interventions. 

Analysis of the concept of environmental sustainability, definition, and implications. Pollution and contamination, where to 

take action. Course closure. 


